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THOR'S HAMMER: AN AVIATION STRIKE FORCE IN DEEP OPERATIONAL MANEUVER
by Major Richard C. Stockhausen, USA, 54 pages.

The United States Army's vision of the conventional battlefield of the early 21st century is one characterized by increased lethality, greatly expanded dimensions, and significantly increased dispersion of units. It puts a premium on forces being able to attack simultaneously throughout the depth of this new battlespace. Forces must also be able to dominate the tempo of the battle, delivering lethal pulses of combat power that keep the enemy off balance and destroy the cohesion of his operations. Information technology promises to greatly enhance forces' potential tempo of operations by improving the speed, accuracy, and reliability of battle command systems. Maneuver on the future battlefield, especially operational maneuver, will present new challenges. Maneuver forces as currently structured may not be capable of meeting the requirements of simultaneity and depth of action in the 21st century.

This monograph explores one path to structuring units for effective maneuver on the future battlefield. Specifically, it examines the viability of an aviation strike force (ASF) in deep operational maneuver. The ASF is an air- and ground-based combined arms formation of roughly division size. To assess the potential of such a formation on the future battlefield, the monograph first explores the theoretical foundations of modern deep operational maneuver developed by Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, J.F.C. Fuller, and Guderian. It then examines the concepts developed by Simpkin and Von Senger und Etterlin for employing rotary-wing aircraft in operational maneuver. Based on these theoretical reviews, an ASF structure is proposed, based on units and equipment likely to be available in the early 21st century. The analysis of this organization reveals that it has immense potential for deep operational maneuver on an extended, dispersed battlefield.

This monograph concludes that an ASF has the potential to be a highly effective deep maneuver force, enjoying a mobility differential such as that enjoyed by the tank during World War II. This potential warrants a more in-depth study of the ASF concept, its likely strengths, and its limitations.
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I. Introduction

The United States Army is currently caught up in a maelstrom of change. The geo-strategic environment is reshaping itself in the aftermath of the Cold War. The United States' national security focus is shifting, placing new demands and limitations on its armed forces. Technological development is accelerating, causing some to forecast a military technical revolution in warfare in the early 21st century. In conjunction, existing military technology is becoming more accessible and affordable for a growing number of lesser developed countries. The predicted result is that "the future Army will be smaller, yet have new, expanded, and diverse missions in an unpredictable, rapidly changing world environment." To meet the challenges of its new environment, the future Army will have to be more lethal, flexible, and versatile. To do this, the U.S. Army will have to develop improved warfighting concepts and organizations to exploit them. The helicopter provides one potential basis for developing these concepts and organizations.

The portrait of the future conventional battlefield is one of greatly increased lethality and greatly expanded battlespace. Formations will be increasingly dispersed through the width and depth of the battlefield. They will concentrate only enough to mass combat power at critical times and places then quickly disperse. This battlefield will call for greater depth and simultaneity in operations against enemy forces. The modern helicopter, with its speed, range, and mobility, provides the commander with a tool for meeting these requirements.

The U.S. Army's newest generation of helicopters provides dramatic increases in mobility, lethality, and survivability. Advanced navigation and pilotage, auxiliary fuel systems, and improved performance give these new helicopters unprecedented speed, range, endurance, and adverse weather capabilities. Advanced sensors and designators, precision guided weapons, and improved fire control systems have resulted in a quantum leap in lethality. Improved designs, materials, and countermeasures greatly enhance the battlefield survivability of these new
helicopters over that of the last generation. These new capabilities and the requirements of the
projected battlefield call for exploring greater possibilities in employing helicopter formations in
the U.S. Army.

Currently, the U.S. Army employs its helicopters in small formations supporting larger ground
formations. Each corps and division has an assigned aviation brigade. The size of each aviation
brigade varies, but under the Aviation Restructure Initiative (ARI) none will have more than two
active duty attack helicopter battalions and three assault helicopter battalions.\(^6\) Like the tank just
after World War I, the Army's helicopters are spread throughout the force in 'penny packets.' They
have a significant tactical value, but aviation formations lack the robustness to have a significant
operational level impact.

In the last decade, several military writers began exploring the operational level possibilities of
large aviation formations. They proposed 'airmechanized' divisions, built around and focused on
the helicopter. While these formations represent formidable forces at the tactical level, their true
value would be at the operational level. Exploiting the mobility of the helicopter, these formations
would provide the operational level commander with significantly increased dimensions of depth,
tempo, and simultaneity of operations.

The ideas of these writers, however, found little acceptance in the U. S. Army. Its aviation
organizations and concepts remain focused on support of ground-based formations at the tactical
level. Some believe that the U.S. Army has stagnated in the development of rotary-wing
warfighting concepts since its early 'pioneering' in the concepts of 'air mobility' and 'vertical
envelopment.' The Chief of Staff of the Army, General Gordon R. Sullivan, recently signaled the
potential for this to change. Writing in Military Review, he stated:

"The history of land warfare reflects the manner in which various arms have been
integrated into the combat team. Initially, land combat moved from being conducted by
unitary armies to being fought by combined arms, ground-based formations. The second
step took place when combined arms, ground-based formations became combined arms,
ground- and air-based units. Land combat units are currently at this point; however, the
movement is not over. The third step will take place when land combat is waged by formations consisting of *combined arms, air- and ground-based units* [italics added]. This is the direction land combat is now taking.7

If General Sullivan is correct, the 'airmechanized' division may become a reality in the 21st
century.

This monograph examines the operational potential of a combined arms, air- and ground-based formation organized around the helicopter. Specifically, it analyzes the viability of employing a division-sized, helicopter-based formation as a deep operational maneuver force. The monograph begins with a review of deep operational maneuver theory and doctrine. Existing concepts for employing helicopters in deep operational maneuver are then examined. Based on these reviews, the monograph will propose a potential division-sized 'aviation strike force.' This force will then be analyzed to determine its viability as a deep operational maneuver force. The monograph concludes with an evaluation of the force and recommendations for future study, force structure changes, and material development.
II. Deep Operational Maneuver: Theory and Doctrine

A. Doctrine.

Current U.S. Army doctrine refers to maneuver as a 'principle of war,' a 'dynamic of combat power,' and as a 'combat function.' As a principle of war, the object of maneuver is to "place the enemy in a position of disadvantage through the flexible application of combat power." As a dynamic of combat power, it is the "... means of positioning forces at decisive points to achieve surprise, psychological shock, physical momentum, massed effects, and moral dominance." As a combat function, "maneuver refers to the employment of forces ... to achieve relative positional advantage over an enemy force to achieve tactical, operational, or strategic objectives." At the operational level of war, the commander uses maneuver to establish favorable conditions for battle or to exploit tactical actions. Deep operational maneuver refers to the employment of forces beyond the tactical depth of the enemy in order to limit his freedom of action, restrict the tempo of his operations, destroy the coherence of his actions, or to attrit selected parts of his force.

B. Genesis of Modern Deep Operational Maneuver Theory.

Modern deep operational maneuver theory had its birth in the aftermath of World War I. The price in lives and materiel exacted by the positional warfare 'stalemate' (particularly that of the western front) induced the armies of the major powers to seek ways to return operational maneuver to the battlefield. The search began during the war itself, manifesting itself in new techniques such as the German 'Hutier tactics' and in new technology such as the tank. Nothing proved successful during the war, although some concepts (such as Major General Fuller's Plan 1919) were never truly tested.
As a result, the 1920s and 30s were a fertile period for thought on restoring operational maneuver to the battlefield. Improving technology, especially developments in tanks and airplanes, gave further impetus to thought on deep maneuver. Tukhachevskiy and Triandafillov in the Soviet Union, J.F.C. Fuller in Great Britain, and Guderian in Germany were some of the leading thinkers on the subject. The general concepts these men developed were amazingly similar, although they varied somewhat in details and emphasis.

The Soviets

Tukhachevskiy and Triandafillov are referred to by some as the 'father' and 'mother' of the deep operation. They led the intellectual effort that resulted in the development of the Soviet 'deep battle' (glubokiy boy) and 'deep operation' (glubokiy operatsiia) concepts. Of the theorists of deep operational maneuver of the time, they produced what is probably the most in-depth body of thought. Their ideas received official expression in the Soviet Field Service Regulation of 1936 (PU-36). Their concepts continued to serve as a foundation for Soviet doctrine until the demise of the Soviet Union.

The initial focus of Triandafillov's and Tukhachevskiy's thought was at the tactical level. Their 'deep battle' concept was aimed at achieving a breakthrough and exploitation of the enemy's tactical defensive front. During World War I, armies found they could 'break in' to an enemy's defenses, but they would stall before they could break through. The 'deep battle' concept sought to overcome this failure through both simultaneous and successive actions throughout the tactical depth of the enemy's defense.

The 'deep battle' began with a series of actions to contain the enemy's formations. These actions would continue throughout the operation to prevent the enemy from effectively reacting to the breakthrough. Next, attacks were launched at selected points in order to penetrate the defensive lines. Once the enemy's lines had been penetrated, exploiting formations moved through the
breaches and enveloped the enemy's tactical formations. As both Soviet thought and technology matured, the concepts of 'deep battle' were expanded into the 'deep operation.' The focus of the 'deep operation' was to achieve decisive action at the operational level.\textsuperscript{18}

The basic form of the 'deep operation' was a classic turning movement at the operational level.\textsuperscript{19} To accomplish this, the Soviet's envisioned an all arms operation consisting of two-phases. The first phase focused on the rupture of the enemy's tactical defensive front (a 'deep battle'). The second phase focused on the operational exploitation of the rupture (the actual 'deep operation').

To execute the 'deep operation,' Tukhachevskiy organized his force into two operational echelons. The first echelon consisted of two elements: an infantry-heavy fixing force and a tank-heavy formation acting as a combination of breakthrough force and reserve. The second echelon contained the deep operational maneuver forces. It consisted of highly mobile formations grouped into an exploitation force and independent airborne, aviation, and cavalry formations.

Tukhachevskiy preceded the first phase with an extensive reconnaissance effort to identify weak areas in the enemy defensive front, find critical nodes (command and control facilities, logistics bases, etc.), and locate critical forces (artillery, anti-tank, and reserves). The phase began with an attack along a broad front by the fixing force to contain enemy formations within the tactical defensive front and to suppress enemy fires. The breakthrough force was then committed against a narrow sector of the defensive front, usually at a weak point. Tukhachevskiy stressed the need for achieving surprise at the breakthrough point because it further degraded the enemy's ability to react to the breakthrough attack.\textsuperscript{20} As it penetrated, the breakthrough force attempted to totally destroy the defenders in its zone, not just push them back. This was critical for the success of the next phase, providing the operational exploitation force the initial freedom of maneuver it needed. The breakthrough force continued its attack to the tactical depth of the enemy's defense, widening the breach and enveloping and destroying tactical reserves, command and control, and logistics.\textsuperscript{21}
Tukhachevskiy's Deep Operations Concept:

**Phase 1**

- Operational Reserves
- Logistics
- HQ
- C2
- Tactical Reserves
- Artillery Groupings
- Holding Force (Broad Front)
- Breakthrough Force/Reserves
- Mobile Exploitation Formations

**Phase 2**

- Operational Reserves
- Logistics
- HQ
- C2
- Tactical Reserves
- Artillery Groupings
- Holding Force
- Breakthrough Forces
- Tactical Defensive Front
- Holding Force
- Mobile Exploitation Formations

**Figure 1.**
Triandafillov's Deep Operations Concept:

**Phase 1**

- Operational Reserves
- Logistics
- Tactical Reserves
- Artillery Groupings
- Tactical Defensive Front
- Other Friendly Forces (No broad front attack)
- Breakthrough Force/Reserves
- Mobile Exploitation Formations

**Figure 2.**
Phase two began when the enemy's tactical forces were pinned in general and broken through at the selected point. At this juncture, the operational exploitation force was committed through the breach.\textsuperscript{22} In conjunction, independent formations of airborne, aviation, and cavalry conducted simultaneous deep engagements to contain the enemy's operational reserves and reinforcements, disrupt his command and control, and deny him critical resources.\textsuperscript{23} While these independent formations limited the enemy's freedom of action, the mobile formations of the exploitation force attacked into the enemy's operational depths, turning the defensive line out of its position, destroying operational reserves and command and control facilities, and seizing or destroying communications and logistics (see figure 1.).

Triandafillov differs from Tukhachevskiy in that he does not stress the broad front assault in the first phase. Rather, he focuses the entire operation on a very narrow front, emphasizing depth and high tempo to achieve the rupture, while accepting the higher risk of not tying down the bulk of the enemy's tactical forces.\textsuperscript{24} His second phase is very similar to Tukhachevskiy's concept (see figure 2.).

An important concept that Triandafillov introduces is the "\textit{interchangeability of forces and fire.}"\textsuperscript{25} The thrust of the concept is that the effects of fires could replace the actual presence of troops in certain circumstances. Specifically, fires could be used in lieu of troops to contain enemy formations at both the tactical and operational levels. The concept implies a flexibility of means between maneuver, shock action, and firepower in achieving depth and simultaneity in operations.

The British

In Great Britain, J.F.C. Fuller was one of the foremost advocates of armored warfare, with its inherent possibilities for operational maneuver. In general, Fuller's deep operational maneuver concept looks much like that developed by the Tukhachevskiy and Triandafillov. Like his Soviet counterparts, his ideas involve turning and dislocating the enemy by exploiting open flanks,
interrupted fronts, or penetrations with highly mobile forces. Unlike the Soviets, he developed his concepts for forces of limited size, not massed armies. He advocated an exclusively tank and mechanized force, with its entire structure possessing superior mobility.

Fuller's concept focuses heavily on the psychological impact created by deep maneuver. He stated that "... terror and not destruction was the true aim and end of armored warfare ... to attack the nerves of the army, and through its nerves the will of its commander. ..." In other words, he stressed paralysis of the enemy over destruction. He saw rapid mobility as the key requirement for a small force to accomplish this paralysis.

Fuller also believed that improved, armored cross-country mobility would force existing linear tactics to evolve into nonlinear tactics. Rear areas would become more vulnerable to attacks. The power of surprise would be increased because there were increased options in where and when to attack. An army would no longer be safe anywhere throughout its depth, necessitating all-around protection (and thereby thinning forces at all points). Fuller's concept capitalized on these points.

Like the Soviets, Fuller envisioned a two-phase operation. In the first phase, a medium mechanized force would punch through the enemy lines, attacking up to the enemy artillery line. It would then exploit its penetration at the tactical level by rolling up the enemy's flanks and widening the breach. In the second phase, a light armored, highly mobile force would pass through the breach to destroy enemy command and control centers. Fuller saw the enemy command and control system as the operational center of gravity. He sought to initially 'throw it off balance' by the speed of his operations and then destroy it before it could recover. He believed its destruction by the mobile force would be like a "shot in the brain" to the enemy force.

The Germans.

In Germany, Heinz Guderian's ideas bore many similarities to the concepts of Fuller, Tukhachevskiy, and Triandafillov. The operation envisioned by Guderian followed the same
two-phase pattern seen in the Soviet and British concepts. It varied slightly, however, in some of its particulars.

During the first phase, the commander would select a breakthrough point favorable for the employment of the operational exploitation force and launch a concentrated surprise attack against that portion of the enemy line. The assaulting forces would break in fast and deep while aviation and long-range artillery interdicted tactical reserves. Simultaneously, the rest of the enemy's defensive area would be brought under attack to hold forces away from the penetration. \(^3^2\)

During the second phase, a mobile, combined arms force would be committed through the breach in a tactical exploitation. The force would be roughly grouped into five echelons with five specific missions. The first echelon (the strongest of the five) would seek out and destroy tactical (especially mobile) reserves in their assembly areas, before they could be brought to bear against the spearhead. The second echelon would attack command and control nodes, while the third would destroy artillery groupings. The fourth echelon would destroy mobile anti-tank formations, a task Guderian saw to be as critical as eliminating the reserves. Finally, the fifth echelon would move forward to reduce the infantry battle zone. As the exploitation force unhinged the tactical defense, it would transition to the pursuit and operational exploitation. \(^3^3\)

C. Imperatives of the 'Deep Operation.'

The concepts of Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian all stress a common set of 'imperatives' for conducting 'deep operations.' Coherence of action of the force, focused on a decision at the operational level, is of paramount importance. Simultaneity and depth are essential for applying combat power to best effect against the enemy. Dominating the tempo of operations is vital for retaining the initiative and achieving operational success.
One premise underlying Tukhachevskiy's development of his 'deep operation' concept was his belief that a prepared, conventional army could not be defeated by a single, decisive blow. Instead, it required a series of blows, properly orchestrated, to achieve a decisive effect. Each of the concepts reviewed above focuses on the orchestration of the actions of the entire force, molding them into a coherent pattern to achieve a decision at the operational level.

The enemy must be struck simultaneously and in depth, as well as sequentially. To Tukhachevskiy, simultaneity and depth were the means to bring the greatest amount of combat power to bear against the enemy. Fuller and Guderian emphasized simultaneity and depth of action to achieve surprise and to 'paralyze' the enemy's ability to react. Triandafilov's concept of interchangeability of forces and fires provides flexibility in the means of achieving simultaneity and depth. In each concept, simultaneity and depth were critical to limiting the enemy's freedom of action.

Dominating the tempo of operations enhances surprise, keeps the enemy off balance, and preserves freedom of action. Each theorist saw this as especially critical for the deep operational maneuver forces. They carefully designed their deep operational maneuver formations to be capable of a much superior tempo of operations than the bulk of forces on the battlefield.

D. Roles of the Deep Operational Maneuver Forces.

The deep operational maneuver forces in the concepts reviewed above filled one of two roles. One role was limiting the enemy's operational freedom of action, restricting the tempo of his operations, and disrupting the operational coherence of his actions. This includes actions such as interdicting lines of communication to block the movement of reserves or reinforcements, cut off the flow of supplies, or deny access to key resources. It also includes attacks to disrupt functions such as command and control and logistics. The second role is destroying operationally decisive
formations or functions. These include operational reserves, command and control systems, or logistics systems.

E. Characteristics of a Deep Operational Maneuver Force.

In designing their deep operational maneuver forces, Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian stressed mobility over firepower and protection. Their formations possessed a degree of mobility that was considerably higher than that of other formations on the battlefield. These formations combined superior cross-country movement, speed, range, and endurance in order to dominate the tempo of operations while they attained operational depth.

The operational exploitation forces in each concept consisted of mechanized, motorized, tank, and cavalry elements. These were the most mobile formations of the time, and they also possessed a balance of firepower and protection. To ensure the superior mobility of their forces, the Soviets developed specialized moto-mech formations (a combination of motorized and mechanized units) for optimum mobility across a wide spectrum of terrain types. Fuller, who advocated an entirely mechanized army, advocated the use of light tanks for maneuvering to operational depths because of their superior speed and range. Guderian stressed the need for the supporting arms in the mobile formations to match the mobility and tempo of the main battle vehicles. He also emphasized the need to employ these mobile formations in mass, not split among less mobile formations.

Airborne forces presented a challenge as deep operational maneuver forces. They had great mobility while being transported by aircraft, but it dropped to almost nothing once they were inserted. Thereafter, their tempo of operations was severely limited as was their combat worth. Tukhachevskiy and Fuller advocated mechanizing airborne forces, providing them a secondary means of mobility once inserted into the enemy's operational depths. This would enable them to
maintain a high tempo of operations and retain a high combat worth. Today, the BMD-series airborne infantry combat vehicle is a direct result of Tukhachevskiy's proposals.

The design of these deep operational maneuver forces accepted risk in trading some firepower and protection for superior mobility. These theorists believed, however, that an enemy's tactical and operational rear was far less lethal than his defensive front. This allowed trading a measure of firepower and protection while still maintaining superior relative lethality and survivability.
III. Aviation in Deep Operational Maneuver

A. Early Thoughts

Perhaps the most outstanding proponent of aviation's role in deep operational maneuver was Guilio Douhet. In Command of the Air, he paints a vision of air armadas maneuvering to operational and strategic depths and shattering the enemy. These air forces, he claimed, would make ground forces almost irrelevant, except to 'mop up.' While Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian did not share Douhet's vision, they did recognize that aviation had an integral role to play in their deep operations concepts.

The Soviets recognized very early that aviation would be an important, even decisive, component of modern warfare. Accordingly, they devoted considerable effort to the development of their air arm. Generally, air power was considered an extension of artillery. Its purpose was to deliver "... firepower and destruction beyond the range of artillery pieces." Aviation added new dimensions of depth and simultaneity and Tukhachevskiy and Triandafillov integrated it into their deep operations concepts.

During the breakthrough, aviation had several roles. It would provide close support to the advancing forces, increasing the combat power in the breakthrough sector. It would also isolate the breakthrough sector, interdicting and destroying tactical reserves and other forces reacting to the breakthrough attack. During the operational exploitation, aviation would assist by paralyzing portions of the enemy's operational rear area. Tukhachevskiy stressed the use of independent air formations to limit an enemy's operational freedom of action by destroying his vital communications.

In addition to delivering firepower, Tukhachevskiy and Triandafillov recognized that aviation provided a source of operational mobility. They recognized the role it could play in delivering airborne troops to the enemy's operational depths. They also recognized the role aviation played in
enabling a greater simultaneity of operations. It enabled maneuver forces to operate in the enemy's operational depth even before his tactical defenses had been penetrated.

Fuller also saw great possibilities for aviation in deep operations. He seems almost to echo Douhet in his evaluation of its potential:

"[Aviation] added a new dimension to the art of war, so full of possibilities that some think it may eventually grow so powerful as to render armies and navies useless. Even if this should not prove to be the case, it is a certainty that it will greatly modify them."\(^{45}\)

Fuller tailored the use of aviation in his deep operations concept in keeping with his 'shot in the brain' approach. Aviation served two primary purposes: deep reconnaissance and interdiction of the enemy's command and control apparatus.\(^{46}\)

Guderian's concept used aviation in reconnaissance, close support, and interdiction roles. Independent aviation formations, he believed, could be used for attacks against a common deep objective, handing it over to the ground forces as they came in range. He also saw these formations providing protection for the panzer formations by interdicting the movement of reserves and destroying artillery, command and control, and anti-tank resources. He even admitted to the possibility of aviation taking the decisive role, with the panzers in support. In *Achtung-Panzer!*, he states: "... it can also work the other way around, with the operations of tank forces supporting the ends of aerial warfare."\(^{47}\)

### B. Rotary-Wing Developments

Although there was military interest in rotary-wing aircraft as early as 1912, it was not until after World War II that serious development of helicopters in battlefield roles began.\(^{48}\) The United States, with its technological and industrial superiority, took an early lead in developing the helicopter for military service. By the Korean War, military helicopters performed a number of battlefield missions, including medevac, resupply, transportation, aerial observation, and command and control enhancement.\(^{49}\) In the 1960s, the U.S. Army's Tactical Mobility Requirements Board
(the 'Howze Board'), propelled the helicopter into major battlefield roles. It recommended the adoption of the 'airmobile concept' by the Army. In fact, the Howze Board saw such a transition as inevitable as that from animal mobility to motor.50

The creation of the U.S. Army's first air assault division was a direct product of the board's recommendations. With over 400 aircraft, the division had impressive tactical and operational mobility. Its helicopters provided not only mobility, but fire support and reconnaissance, as well.51 This division, the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile), proved to be both an effective tactical and operational level formation in the crucible of the Vietnam War.

Although the United States pioneered the first major employment of helicopters in operational maneuver, further development stagnated in the post-Vietnam era. Only a single airmobile division was retained, while most of Army aviation was grouped into tactical formations and spread throughout the existing force structure. The United States did, however, pioneer another important development in the employment of the helicopter on the battlefield. It began to consider its attack helicopter units as maneuver formations rather than just fire support units. Integrating these formations into the AirLand Battle doctrine of the 1980s led to the development of the 'deep attack.' In the deep attack, attack helicopter battalions would maneuver into the enemy's tactical depth to break up the coherence of his attack and shatter the tempo of his operations. Tukhachevskiy would have recognized the 'deep attack' as a logical component of his 'deep battle.'

While the Americans took the lead in integrating helicopters into the tactical deep battle, the Soviet Union continued the development of the helicopter and airmobile forces for deep operations. They integrated helicopters with airborne units, a logical evolution of Tukhachevskiy's concepts, and formed air assault and airmobile assault units at the army and front levels specifically for conducting deep operational maneuver.52 According to some experts, the Soviets consider the combat worth of one of their air assault brigades, employed at operational depth, to be equivalent
In keeping with Tukhachevskiy's concepts, the Soviets developed mechanized air assault formations using the BMD-series airborne assault vehicle. This provided the air assault unit secondary mobility once it was on the ground at operational depths. To support this, the Soviets developed a series of heavy lift helicopters capable of carrying the vehicles and the necessary logistics to give them endurance in the enemy's operational depth.

C. Visions of Airmechanization.

In the early 1980s, several military thinkers began advocating a greater role on the battlefield for the helicopter. They saw conditions developing that they believed would bring about a "rotary-wing revolution" on the battlefield. Several trends in modern warfare were combining to reduce the decisiveness of mechanized formations, particularly in deep operational maneuver. Simultaneously, these (and other) trends were setting the conditions that could make the helicopter the centerpiece of maneuver warfare. Like the tank, however, the helicopter would not realize its potential as long as it was piecemealed out in support of established formations. They argued that helicopters must be employed en masse to achieve best effect. Accordingly, they proposed 'airmechanized' divisions to gain the correct balance of combat power. Foremost among these thinkers were Brigadier General Richard Simpkin, a British armor officer, and General Doctor von Senger und Etterlin, then Commander in Chief, Allied Forces Central Europe.

Both men felt that the primary trend affecting the decisiveness of mechanized formations was the proliferation of mechanized forces throughout the world's major armies. With the bulk of these armies generally mechanized, the mobility differential that had made armored forces so decisive in modern maneuver warfare would disappear. Without this mobility differential, there could be no 'mobile force' capable of effectively exploiting to operational depths. With the bulk of all formations equally mobile, the decisive component of deep operational maneuver would be lost.
The answer to restoring the mobility differential required by the 'mobile formations,' they felt, was the helicopter. It could provide a degree of mobility several orders of magnitude higher than any armored fighting vehicle, tracked or wheeled. Simpkin expressed the relationship as "rotor is to track as track is to boot." The helicopter's advantage was not just speed, but its ability to use ground tactically without being tied to it for mobility. These capabilities would provide a helicopter-based force superior range, agility, and tempo in its operations.

Another trend affecting the dominance of mechanized forces in maneuver warfare was the increasing lethality of the modern battlefield. These forces were "... slowing down against the mounting power of attrition by modern firepower. ..." Advanced sensors and precision guided munitions, especially, were negating the mobility and protection of armored vehicles. Simpkin and Von Senger und Etterlin believed that emerging helicopters could restore the power of maneuver. In fact, a very similar concern that the balance between firepower and maneuver had swung too far toward firepower led the U.S. Army to begin exploring the potential of airmobility in the 1960s.

In his book, Antitank, Simpkin proposed what he termed an "airmechanized division." It consisted of an air cavalry brigade, an artillery brigade, and a mechanized brigade formed from composite infantry/armor battalions. In addition, it included other combat support and service support elements. With over 1200 armored fighting vehicles, 470 helicopters, and approximately 22,500 soldiers it represented a considerable amount of combat power rolled into a single division. Although it contained potent ground-based forces, Simpkin intended for the air cavalry brigade to be the primary combat element. With over 300 scout and attack helicopters, this brigade represented an aviation combat force unmatched anywhere in the world (see figure 3.). Simpkin believed his airmechanized division would be a tactical-operational formation. With its weight of combat power, superior tempo of operations, and expanded battlespace, the division would naturally be the principal combat formation of a corps. It was equally suited, however, for
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conducting operational level maneuver, either independently or under the control of a higher formation. Simpkin admitted that such a force would be very expensive, but he believed that its effectiveness would justify the cost.

Although Simpkin's airmechanized division was a balance of ground and aviation units, he predicted the inevitability of independent helicopter formations in the future. He believed technology was reaching a point where increases in the cross-country mobility of ground vehicles was providing diminishing returns in terms of cost, fuel consumption, and ergonomics. He stated that mobility increases would be better accomplished "... by getting off the ground than by staying on it." Seeking mobility increases by exploiting the third dimension would be easier and more economical as technology progressed. Because of this, it was inevitable that aviation units would become the 'mobile formations' for deep operational maneuver.

General Doctor von Senger und Etterlin also made a proposal for an 'airmechanized division.' He believed that "[t]he first general principle with regard to organization should not be to scatter the new forces [helicopter units] amongst the old but rather to concentrate them in independent large formations." His 'airmechanized division' consisted of an 'airmechanized brigade' of attack helicopters, an airmobile infantry brigade, and an airtransport brigade of lift helicopters. Von Senger und Etterlin's division is much leaner than that of Simpkin, but it is also entirely airmobile where Simpkin's was not. This allows the division to operate fully unfettered by terrain. The 144 scout and attack helicopters of the 'airmechanized brigade' are clearly the main combat power of the division (see figure 4).

When he wrote, von Senger und Etterlin recognized that contemporary helicopters were not quite capable of fulfilling the requirements of his 'airmechanized' concepts. He envisioned a "Main Battle Air Vehicle (MBAV)" to complement his organization. The MBAV was a helicopter-type vehicle equipped with flexible armament systems, suitable for "... area saturation or for precision..."
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attack." Today, the AH-64 APACHE and the projected RAH-66 COMANCHE come very close to meeting the requirements von Senger and Etterlin outlined for his MBAV.

Von Senger und Etterlin envisioned his 'airmechanized division' primarily as an operational reserve, particularly suitable to NATO's central region as it faced the Warsaw Pact threat. This is not surprising considering his position at the time. His concept was to launch the division from 200-300 kilometers to the rear to counter penetrations by armored forces, particularly Soviet operational maneuver groups. By staging the force far to the rear, he sought to provide it protection while it was stationary. When an armored penetration developed, the 'airmechanized division' would attack to destroy the enemy's mobile formations, countering their mobility with even greater mobility. In this way, von Senger and Etterlin believed he could negate the advantage of interior lines gained by an attacker once he has achieved a penetration.

In 1990, the U.S. Army began studying the concept of consolidating aviation assets. The 1990 AirLand Battle Future: Alternate Case Study (Phase 1) looked at consolidating aviation assets, particularly attack helicopters, at the corps level. Later, the United States Army Aviation Center did some studies into the potential of an Air Attack Division. It consisted of three attack helicopter brigades, a general support aviation brigade, an air assault infantry brigade, and a division artillery. It also included a division support command and signal, military intelligence, air defense, military police, and chemical units. Only a limited amount of research was done on the organization, however, before the study was discontinued (see figure 5).

D. Relooking Airmechanization.

Currently, a number of factors favor a reexamination of the potential of an airmechanized division. First, the Army is fielding a new generation of helicopters with greatly increased capabilities. Second, information technologies are projected to open up new dimensions in warfare
in the 21st century, requiring more agile, responsive forces. The Army's vision of 21st century warfare also demands formations capable of providing greater simultaneity and depth. Finally, the Army is currently undergoing radical change in its force structure anyway, presenting an opportunity to introduce new organizations without creating a great amount of turbulence.

At the time Simpkin and Von Senger und Etterlin developed their concepts, the Army had just begun fielding its newest generation of helicopters. Units were beginning to receive the new UH-60 BLACKHAWK, a replacement for the Vietnam-era UH-1 HUEY. The AH-64A APACHE was still in its infancy and the RAH-66 COMANCHE was nothing more than a concept known as LHX (light helicopter, experimental). Now the UH-60 and AH-64 fleets are fielded and the RAH-66 is in product development. In addition, a number of modernization programs are on-going that will significantly upgrade the already impressive capabilities of the BLACKHAWK and APACHE. These aircraft are significantly more mobile, lethal, and survivable than their predecessors. They are much more capable of fulfilling the visions of Simpkin and Von Senger und Etterlin than the helicopters that inspired these men.

New information technology, as well as new helicopter technology, is another reason to relook airmechanization. The Army expects information technology to improve dramatically in the early 21st century. It will "...greatly increase the volume, accuracy, and speed of battlefield information." The expectation is that battle command processes will be refined and quickened by the new information technology. The Army will need organizations that can respond with corresponding speed and agility in order to capitalize on the enhanced battle command potential. It will also require organizations with the speed and agility to stay ahead of the enemy's battle command capabilities. Airmechanization promises this increased speed and agility.

The future battlefield will also require organizations capable of providing greater simultaneity and depth to operations. The Army's vision of the future battlefield is one of greatly expanded
dimensions. Formations will be dispersed throughout an extended battlespace, concentrating only for brief periods of time and rapidly dispersing again. Domination of the future battlefield will require organizations with "... agile and robust deep and simultaneous attack capabilities." Airmechanization promises these capabilities.

Finally, the Army is currently undergoing radical, turbulent change in the aftermath of the Cold War. Its force structure is shrinking while the demands on it increase. Maintaining a smaller version of itself does not appear to be the answer to meeting the challenges of the early 21st century. Instead, organizations must be reshaped to provide greater agility, lethality, and survivability. Airmechanization promises one avenue to achieve this.
IV. Modern Airmechanization: The Aviation Strike Force

A. General.

The 'airmechanized division' examined in this monograph is only one of many potential organizational structures. It is intended as a representative model in order to evaluate the concept of using a helicopter-based force in deep operational maneuver. Some of the basic inspiration for this organization comes from the Mobile Strike Force (MSF), one of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command's FORCE XXI initiatives. The MSF is a "...conceptual, fully digitized, heavy division equipped with technologies and systems projected to be available at or near the beginning of the 21st century." It was designed to be a deep operational maneuver force, capable of maneuvering to depths of 300 kilometers while sustaining itself for up to five days. The force examined here is an aviation equivalent of the MSF, an Aviation Strike Force (ASF).

B. Designing the Aviation Strike Force.

Like the deep operational maneuver formations of Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian, the basic requirement of the ASF is superior mobility. Based on the concepts of Simpkin and Von Senger und Etterlin, it will rely on the helicopter to provide it the mobility differential essential to deep maneuver forces. The ASF is envisioned as an air- and ground-based, combined arms formation. To capitalize on the superior mobility of the helicopter, however, most of its ground-based elements will be helicopter transportable. The intent is to ensure that all elements that the ASF projects in deep maneuver capitalize on the mobility differential provided by its helicopters.

The entire ASF is not expected to move into the enemy's depths. Instead, it will use split-based operations to project a force forward that is mostly 'teeth' with a minimum of 'tail' to encumber it.
Under the FORCE XXI concept, such split-based operations will be standard for Army divisions. Significant elements of both the command and control and logistics systems will operate in this manner. It is projected that burgeoning information technology will enable these and other operating systems to exploit the advantages of split-based operations.

Like the MSF, the design of the ASF is limited to systems and technologies that are projected to be available to the Army by the early 21st century. It is assumed that such a force would be fully digitized and capitalize fully on available information technologies. Systems that would be ideal for the ASF, but are not projected to be available, will be noted. The impact of having these systems will be examined as part of the analysis of the force.

The organizational designs of the ASF's subordinate units mirrors existing or projected force structures, where possible. In the case of aviation units, the Aviation Restructure Initiative (ARI) interim or objective organizations were adopted. It was assumed that these new structures were designed to correct tactical deficiencies and address force structure realities beyond the scope of this monograph. In addition, using these and other existing organizational designs simplified support and sustainment analysis.

C. Organizational Structure (see figure 6.)

Combat Elements

The primary combat elements of the ASF are an air reconnaissance regiment, two attack helicopter brigades, and an air assault infantry brigade. The air reconnaissance regiment consists of two air reconnaissance squadrons (ARS), patterned after the Aviation Restructure Initiative's interim version of the air assault division ARS. Instead of the OH-58D KIOWA WARRIOR, however, each squadron is equipped with 32 of the more advanced RAH-66 COMANCHE. The air reconnaissance regiment is the ASF's primary reconnaissance and surveillance element. The
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regiment also conducts security operations, providing air assault escorts and aerial screens for the
force. Additionally, the regiment provides the ASF potent counter air and suppression of enemy air
defense (SEAD) capabilities with the COMANCHE\textsuperscript{84}. As a secondary role, the air reconnaissance
regiment can act as an additional attack helicopter brigade, when necessary. Organizing the
regiment with two ARS enables it to conduct continuous, distributed operations throughout the
ASF’s expanded battlespace.

The two attack helicopter brigades each consist of three attack helicopter battalions (ATKHBs). Each battalion is organized under the ARI’s air assault division ATKHB objective structure with 15 AH-64D APACHEs and 9 RAH-66 COMANCHEs.\textsuperscript{85} Additionally, each battalion is equipped with nine LONGBOW systems. These systems greatly improve the lethality and survivability of the ATKHB, making these units the ASF’s most potent combat elements.\textsuperscript{86} The primary role of the attack helicopter brigades is to destroy enemy mechanized forces and materiel. Their secondary role is reconnaissance and security. Like the ARS, these ATKHBs possess effective SEAD and anti-air capabilities. The attack helicopter brigades are organized to provide the ASF with the flexibility to employ its attack helicopter in mass, continuous, or distributed operations, as necessary.

The air assault brigade is identical to those currently fielded in the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault). It consists of three air assault infantry battalions. In the ASF, this brigade will play a number of roles. These will include conducting raids against critical enemy facilities and forces, seizing key terrain in order to interdict the movement of forces or supplies, securing the ASF’s forward operating bases, and reinforcing the ASF’s reconnaissance efforts. Perhaps the most essential role will be to act as the ‘anvil’ for the attack helicopter brigade’s ‘hammer’ to destroy enemy formations. A multi-role force, the air assault brigade will be pivotal to the ASF’s operations.
Ideally, this brigade should be equipped with a means of secondary mobility such as a light armored fighting vehicle. Echoing Tukhachevskiy's and Fuller's arguments for mechanizing airborne infantry, Simpkin argued for providing airmobile infantry with secondary mobility to maintain a high tempo of operations once they were inserted. Unlike the Soviets with their BMD airborne assault vehicles and their MI-26 heavy lift helicopters, the U.S. Army has no suitable vehicle capable of being transported by its helicopters.

Combat Support

The fourth major aviation element of the ASF is the assault helicopter regiment. It consists of three assault helicopter battalions. Each battalion is configured in the ARI objective organization with 30 UH-60 BLACKHAWK helicopters. The regiment's primary role is to support air assault operations as part of an air assault task force. Additionally, it supports air movement operations with its utility helicopters. In a secondary role, it may act as an aviation maneuver headquarters if task organized with reconnaissance or attack helicopters.

The final aviation element of the ASF is an air transport regiment. It consists of a combat aviation battalion and two medium lift battalions. Both battalion types are the ARI air assault division objective versions. The command aviation battalion is equipped with 24 UH-60 BLACKHAWK and 3 EH-60 QUICKFIX helicopters. It provides air movement, command and control enhancement, and special electronic mission aircraft support to the ASF. The medium lift battalions each contain 48 CH-47Ds and provide the ASF's primary air movement support. The air transport regiment is the ASF's largest aviation element, controlling 123 of the force's helicopters. Its primary role is to manage the utilization of the ASF's utility and cargo helicopters.

The ASF's division artillery (DIVARTY) consists of two airmobile artillery battalions. Each battalion is equipped with 18 M119A1 105mm, towed howitzers. The primary role of these battalions will be close support to the air assault brigade. They will also conduct artillery raids in...
support of the attack helicopter brigades and the air reconnaissance regiment. When required, the
ASF will use its attack helicopter assets in an aerial fire support role to augment DIVARTY. An
ideal system to equip the DIVARTY with would be a helicopter-transportable multiple launch
rocket system (MLRS) with capabilities similar to the present version. This would provide the
ASF with significantly increased ranges for its supporting artillery.

The ASF also includes a military intelligence battalion, a signal battalion, an engineer battalion
and air defense artillery battalion and a chemical company (smoke/decon). They are each
organized generally along the lines of current air assault division assets, so they are configured for
airmobile operations.

Combat Service Support

The ASF's division support command (DISCOM) consists of a main support battalion (MSB),
three aviation support battalions (ASB), and a forward support battalion (FSB). Each battalion
fills a role similar to current doctrine. The ASBs primarily support the two attack helicopter
brigades and the air transport brigade. The air reconnaissance regiments coordinates support
through the nearest ASBs and the MSB. The FSB supports the air assault brigade. The ASF
relies heavily on split-based logistics operations in order to reduce the 'tail' of the force when it
maneuvers in the depths of the enemy's positions.
V. The Aviation Strike Force in Deep Operational Maneuver--
A Critical Analysis

A. General.

The ASF will be analyzed in this section to determine its viability as a deep operational maneuver force. The analysis will begin with an examination of the ASF's characteristics and capabilities, focusing on mobility, firepower, and protection. The force's potential employment will be analyzed to determine how well the ASF enhances the 'imperatives' of simultaneity, depth, and tempo. In conjunction, the ASF's support and sustainment requirements will be identified to determine some of the 'costs' of employing such a force.

B. Characteristics and Capabilities.

Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian all proposed deep operational maneuver forces with a special blend of mobility, firepower, and protection. The primary characteristic of their forces was a high degree of mobility, resulting from superior speed, range, and movement capabilities. The requirement was to possess a mobility advantage an 'order of magnitude' over that of the bulk of the enemy's forces. This mobility advantage was critical for dominating maneuver in the 'deep operation.' Firepower and protection were subordinated to mobility; a risk the theorists accepted because they assumed the enemy's rear would be more vulnerable and less lethal than his front. Even with reduced firepower and protection, the deep maneuver formations retained the lethality and survivability they needed to operate in the enemy's operational depths. An examination of the ASF's characteristics and capabilities indicates that it possesses the proper blend of mobility, firepower, and protection.
Mobility

The ASF is designed to operate with entirely helicopter-mobile combat formations when maneuvering deep. The combat elements of the air reconnaissance regiment and the attack helicopter brigades are inherently helicopter-mobile. In addition, the ASF can simultaneously move a 1,300-man air assault task force, an artillery battalion, and up to 560 short tons of supporting equipment and supplies by helicopter. This force is roughly equivalent to a heavy division in relative combat power. The ASF's helicopters enable the force to move generally unhindered by the terrain, providing the force superior mobility.

Compared to the combat formations of a heavy division, the ASF's combat elements have a distinct advantage in speed. The slowest of the ASF's helicopters is the AH-64 APACHE, with a cruise speed of 268 kilometers per hour (kph). Considering that the combat formations are entirely helicopter-mobile, it is not unreasonable to expect them to attain speeds of over 200 kph, even when moving in large formations. The maximum speed for the M1 ABRAMS tank and the M2 BRADLEY infantry fighting vehicle is roughly 66 kph. The average speed for planning of a heavy division roadmarching is only 32 kph.

While there is a vast differential in speed between the ASF and a heavy division, they have roughly the same unfueled range. The cruising range of an AH-64, the shortest distance of all the ASF's helicopters, is just over 400 kilometers (although this may be extended with auxiliary fuel tanks). The cruising range for an M1 is over 450 kilometers. Although they have similar ranges, the mobility differential between the ASF and a heavy division begins to stand out when one considers that the ASF can move 400 kilometers in about 3 hours while a heavy division would require in excess of 17 hours.

As a helicopter-mobile force, the ASF has both advantages and disadvantages in movement capabilities when compared to a heavy division. The primary advantage of the ASF is that it can
move generally unhindered by terrain because it exploits the aerial dimension for its movement. This gives the ASF a significant capability to mitigate or overcome a wide variety of natural and man-made terrain-based obstacles. Most significantly for deep maneuver, the ASF has the ability to pass over operational obstacles such as hilly or forested regions, lakes and swamps, rivers, and major urban areas. The ASF also has the potential to pass over areas of chemical contamination forming obstacles to ground movement. This ability can give the ASF access to the enemy's operational depths while it is denied to a heavy division.

Moving in the aerial dimension also gives the ASF the ability to reduce its movement times by minimizing travel distances and pass times. The ASF may travel 'as the crow flies' while a heavy division is bound to roads or to the dictates of terrain. Additionally, the ASF is not constrained by the availability of movement routes. In essence, the aerial dimension provides a multitude of routes, enabling the ASF to reduce its pass time drastically. These capabilities can be used to enhance the agility and increase the tempo of the ASF's operations.

A disadvantage of the ASF is that it cannot terminate its movement in an area that does not provide suitable landing areas. In order to operate in an area for extended periods, the ASF must establish forward area rearming and refueling sites. These require landing areas of the proper dimensions. Additionally, adequate landing zones must be available for emplacing the air assault task force and the artillery battalion.

Another significant disadvantage of the ASF is that it is vulnerable to climatalogical 'obstacles' produced by severe weather. The Army's modern helicopters have substantial capabilities for operating at night and in adverse weather, but they are not yet all-weather capable. As a result, weather conditions that would not have a significant impact on a heavy division's operations could significantly hamper the operations of the ASF. While weather 'obstacles' are usually of a transient nature and normally tactical in effect, unfortunate timing can give them operational significance.
Although the ASF has both advantages and disadvantages in certain elements when compared with a heavy division, overall it possesses a significant mobility advantage over its ground-based counterpart. Its speed, range, and movement capabilities combine to give it an agility superior to that of the heavy division. Assuming that the bulk of an enemy's force will be mechanized, the ASF possess the mobility differential required of a deep operational maneuver force.

Firepower

The ASF cannot match a heavy division in terms of sheer volume of fire. It contains roughly 300 major direct-fire weapon systems where a heavy division has over 750. Additionally, the ASF only possesses 75 indirect-fire systems while a heavy division has over 140. As noted earlier, however, the ASF has roughly the same relative combat power as a heavy division. The strength of the ASF is that over 200 of its direct-fire systems are precision-guided weapons. The ASF's RAH-66s and AH-64s can bring over 1,400 laser- and millimeter wave radar-guided missiles into the fight. With its superior mobility, the ASF can concentrate its fires against the enemy much more quickly than a heavy division. Coupled with the improved accuracy of battlefield information and near real-time sensor-shooter links promised by future information technology, these capabilities will make the ASF a highly lethal force, both in the enemy's operational depths or at his tactical defensive front.

A limitation of the ASF is that requires relatively open terrain on which to fight. Its precision-guided weapons would be relatively ineffectual in dense jungle or heavily wooded terrain where targets cannot be designated by either laser or millimeter wave radar. Additionally, the ASF is not well suited to fighting light infantry forces. It is well suited for fighting mechanized forces, which usually operate on terrain suitable for the ASF's weapon systems. It is also fully capable of destroying command and control and logistic facilities and equipment, as well as assets and materiel associated with other battlefield functions such as fire support and integrated air defenses.
Protection

Perhaps the greatest weakness of the ASF is the relative vulnerability of its aircraft. Helicopters trade the weight of armored protection for the advantages of moving in the aerial dimension. The Army's new generation of helicopters, however, have made significant improvements in protection. New composite airframe materials have improved ballistic protection without adding weight. Redundant systems give the aircraft greater durability. Although these helicopters are more rugged, their best protection is to avoid detection and engagement. Low observable materials and designs greatly reduce the visual, audio, thermal, and radar signatures of the aircraft. Threat warning systems and countermeasures have been greatly improved, especially in the wake of Operation Desert Storm. Improved pilotage systems enable better performance at night, allowing the aircraft to routinely operate in an environment where threat systems' capabilities are reduced. Significant advances in weapon systems allow attack and scout helicopters to acquire and engage threat formations faster, with improved accuracy, and greater standoff. The speed and mobility of the helicopter also play a major role in enhancing its survivability, enabling the crew to reduce the enemy's acquisition and engagement opportunities.

In all, the survivability of the ASF compared to a heavy division is analogous to the survivability of the mobile exploitation formations compared to the breakthrough forces. The ASF is not designed to trade blows with an enemy force. Instead, it is designed to deliver a devastating blow to the enemy while avoiding his counterstrokes. It relies on its mobility to allow it to concentrate and disperse rapidly, denying the enemy the opportunity to strike decisively. In the enemy's tactical and operational depths, where he will lack the concentration of combat units and density of air defenses of the tactical front, the ASF should be sufficiently survivable.
C. Employing the Aviation Strike Force

With its ability to maneuver in the aerial dimension, the ASF opens up new options in deep maneuver for the operational commander. It provides him with a degree of flexibility that other deep maneuver forces do not. He can use the ASF to significantly enhance the simultaneity, depth, and tempo of his 'deep operations.'

Unlike ground-based deep operational maneuver formations, the ASF can provide operational simultaneity and depth from the outset of an operation. In a classic 'deep operation,' when no open flanks existed, the ground-based operational exploitation forces had to wait until a breach was opened in the defensive front before they could attack to operational depths. Only after the tactical defenses were penetrated and the mobile formations committed did the operation truly gain operational simultaneity and depth. Prior to this point, the entire focus was on the tactical defensive front. The ASF, however, is not hampered by the need for a physical breach through the enemy in order to move to operational depths.

If the enemy's flanks are tied into tactical or operational obstacles which deny ground movement or maneuver, it is likely that the ASF will be able to exploit these obstacles to gain access to the enemy's operational depths. Since the ASF can overcome a wide spectrum of terrain-based obstacles, the enemy's flank would be virtually open to maneuver by the ASF. This, of course, would be the preferred way to reach the enemy's depths since it would avoid the strength of the enemy's tactical defenses.

If no 'virtual' open flank exists, the ASF can conduct an aerial penetration of the tactical defensive front in order to reach operational depths. While this would be a high risk operation, it would not require the time nor the assets necessary to conduct a penetration on the ground. The enemy's defenses must be suppressed in the vicinity of the axes of aerial penetration during the operation, however, there is no need to physically breach his positions. An aerial breach would
still require a considerable dedication of assets, however, the basic techniques have already been developed in current U.S. Army deep attack procedures.

While the ASF gives the operational commander a force that he can get deep early, he may elect not to commit it right away. He may, instead, use the threat posed by the ASF to influence the enemy commander as either a deception or a deterrent. As a deception, the commander can position the ASF on one part of the battlefield to induce the enemy to react by preparing against an attack by the force. He can then shift to another area for launching the actual attack, moving quicker than the enemy can respond. Used as a deterrent, the operational commander may position the ASF to induce the enemy commander to not commit forces to a certain area or to hold them in position.

If committed early in the operation, the ASF will probably begin its operations with attacks to upset the coherence and tempo of the enemy’s operations. A likely scenario is for the ASF to penetrate approximately 200 kilometers into the enemy’s depths and establish a forward operating base in an area secure from immediate attack. From such a position, the ASF can threaten over 196,000 square kilometers, including a considerable portion of the enemy’s tactical rear and his operational depths up to approximately 450 kilometers. Such a position also allows immediate withdrawal of the force if necessary. The forward operating base would be temporary in nature, providing an area for forward area rearm points (FARPs), emergency maintenance teams, and assembly areas for reserves. The ASF would launch attacks from these bases against critical operational functions, formations, and resources.

The ASF could begin unraveling the enemy’s coherence and tempo by attacking the elements of critical operational functions. It can upset command and control by destroying key command posts and signal assets. It can degrade sustainment by interdicting lines of communication, either by dominating terrain or destroying distribution assets. It can further upset the enemy’s sustainment
by destroying key logistics bases. The ASF can also attack the enemy's fires by destroying long-range artillery assets or raiding operational airfields. Additionally, the force can enable operational attack by Air Force assets by destroying functional systems such as early warning and integrated air defense assets.\textsuperscript{105}

During these operations, the ASF will probably operate in a distributed manner, with the different brigades executing independent missions. This is due to the likely dispersion of the enemy's assets in his operational depths. In these operations in particular, the ASF will rely heavily on the near real-time sensor-shooter links promised by future information technology. Critical targets must be identified precisely and acted upon in a timely manner. To keep the enemy off-balance, the ASF will continually threaten different portions of the battlefield, using its agility to dominate the tempo of operations.

One possible focus for the ASF's operations would be to assist in the breakthrough of the tactical defensive front. It could direct its operations so that the effects impacted primarily on that portion of the enemy's defensive front where the penetration was intended. When necessary, the ASF could shift its attacks to contain or destroy the enemy's tactical reserves in order to ensure the success of the breakthrough.

A more decisive focus would be the containment or destruction of the enemy's operational reserves.\textsuperscript{106} The ASF's initial operations would be geared to drawing the enemy's reserve formations out of their positions. Once moving, these formations become more vulnerable to attack by the ASF. By integrating his operational fires with the actions of the ASF, it is possible that the operational commander can destroy an enemy's operational reserves without having to penetrate an enemy's forward defenses and commit exploitation forces.
D. **Supporting the Aviation Strike Force.**

The ASF will require considerable support from the operational commander when committed to deep operational maneuver. It will require intelligence support in order to maneuver and attack effectively, as well as for protection. Additionally, the ASF will require the support of operational fires to complement its maneuver by exploiting the interchangeability of forces and fires. It will also require assets dedicated to its protection, offsetting some of the ASF’s vulnerability while operating deep.

**Intelligence**

The capabilities of the ASF’s intelligence assets are purely tactical. It will rely on corps and higher assets when conducting deep maneuver. Typically, the ASF will operate beyond the ranges of corps assets, necessitating a heavy reliance on echelons above corps resources. While the intelligence seamless "system of systems" should make the actual collection process invisible to the ASF, the operational commander will have to direct that assets be dedicated to supporting its mission. Before committing the ASF, the operational commander’s intelligence system must develop the enemy situation, identify potential hazards, and develop target information. It must continue to develop and track targets from the time of commitment of the ASF until the force executes the engagement. The intelligence system must also develop indicators and warnings to help protect the ASF and enable it to retain the initiative. This will require theater assets such as the Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) and access to national systems to provide the necessary information. A critical facet of this support will be developing responsive sensor-shooter links between collection assets and the combat formations of the ASF.

In return, the ASF can enhance the operational commander’s intelligence system by providing battlefield information from the enemy’s operational depths. The air reconnaissance regiment and
the attack helicopter brigades should prove to be highly effective reconnaissance assets. Thus, the ASF will be an integral part of the commander's deep operations collection plan.

Fires

The ASF will typically operate well beyond the range of supporting fires normally available to a division. Shorter range systems can be used to assist the ASF in aerial penetrations of the enemy's tactical defenses, however, due to range limitations these fires will be limited to the vicinity of the forward line of troops. Once beyond tactical ranges, the ASF will rely on assets such as Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) and tactical air forces (TACAIR) for lethal fire support. It will also have to rely on TACAIR for electronic warfare support beyond its organic capabilities. As with the intelligence system, the ASF will need responsive links to fire support assets that can range its targets.

The ASF can also enhance the effectiveness of operational fires. It can provide 'eyes on' confirmation of targets and assist with fire control to ensure greater accuracy in engagements. Additionally, it can help provide timely battle damage assessment. As with the intelligence system, the operational commander should ensure integration of the ASF with his operational fires system.

Protection

The operational commander must plan to provide air defense protection to the ASF. Although the force will operate beyond the coverage of most air defense assets, systems such as the Theater High Altitude Air Defense System (THAAD) and the Patriot Advanced Capability-3 (PAC-3) will be able to provide some coverage if positioned properly. TACAIR assets will have to provide additional counter air protection. It is likely that air superiority will be a prerequisite prior to ASF commitment. Without it, the operational commander incurs a magnified risk to the ASF.
E. Sustaining the Aviation Strike Force.

Sustainment is undoubtedly the ASF's 'Achilles' heel.' Logistical support of the organization, especially with current and projected combat service support assets, will be difficult. Two particularly critical items will be fuel and ammunition. An examination of these two classes of supply indicates that the ASF’s logistic requirements will put unique strains on the operational commander’s sustainment system.

A rough estimate of the fuel requirements for the ASF indicate that it will consume nearly 460,000 gallons of bulk fuel daily.\(^{107}\) This is less than a heavy division's 503,000 gallons per day,\(^{108}\) but the heavy division does not need to transport its fuel into the enemy's operational depths before ground lines of communication are opened. Actually, the ASF will put less overall strain on the sustainment system than will a heavy division, except for the problem of distribution to the forward combat elements. These supplies will have to be delivered by air.

Of the ASF's 460,000 gallon per day requirement, its forward elements will require a minimum of 192,000 gallons per day.\(^{109}\) The ASF also requires approximately 494 short tons of ammunition daily.\(^{110}\) Combining its ammunition and fuel requirements, the ASF's forward combat formations would need 1146 short tons of supplies delivered daily.\(^{111}\)

With its organic helicopters the ASF can lift 1124 short tons at one time. If it is possible to transit back and forth between the enemy's operational depths and the ASF's rearward supply bases with acceptable risk, the ASF could supply itself easily. However, the risk of constant transit by a large number of helicopters may not be acceptable. Other options are available for the operational commander to keep the ASF supplied while in the enemy's operational depths. Air delivery of supplies using intra-theater airlift assets is one possibility. The ASF would require approximately 115 C-130 equivalents daily.\(^{112}\) This option, too, entails risk for the delivery aircraft.

Developments such as the Advanced Precision Airborne Delivery System (APADS), however, will
decrease the vulnerability of these aircraft and increase the accuracy of airdropped supplies. This system enables aircraft to make high-altitude, offset airdrops with an accuracy of 100 meters. In either case, helicopter or air-lift delivery, air superiority will be critical.

In general, while the ASF will pose some unusual problems for the sustainment system, it can be supplied at operational depths. While risks are incurred, they must be weighed against the potential gains that the ASF can achieve in the enemy's operational depths. The ability to sustain the ASF at operational depths will determine how the ASF can be employed in deep operational maneuver. If adequate supply cannot be maintained, it will be limited to operational raids of short duration and limited depth. The ASF will lose the endurance it needs to fully exploit the vulnerabilities of the enemy's operational rear. One caution the ASF should observe at all times is to maintain enough fuel on hand to withdraw to friendly territory. Unlike a heavy division or airborne forces, the ASF retains the capability to quickly withdraw from the enemy's operational depths if its position becomes untenable.
VI. Conclusions

A. Thor's Hammer.

Within the limits of this study, an Aviation Strike Force appears to be a viable concept for a deep operational maneuver force. In general, it appears to meet the balance of mobility, firepower, and protection that theorists such as Tukhachevskiy, Triandafillov, Fuller, and Guderian believed critical for such formations. Its high degree of mobility can expand the operational commander's maneuver options in simultaneity, depth, and tempo for his 'deep operations.' The ASF links the relative combat power of a heavy division with freedom of maneuver in the aerial dimension to forge a highly lethal force. It blends mobility, physical protection, and firepower to ensure survivability in deep operational maneuver. Its capabilities allow the operational commander to achieve simultaneous action in the enemy's operational depths sooner than with ground-based formations. The ASF's mobility and inherent flexibility provides for a potential tempo of operations that is unmatched by either a heavy or airborne division.

Sustainment while at operational depths will be the weakest link and pose the greatest challenge for the ASF. The force will consume a substantial quantities of fuel and ammunition in its operations, though less than current heavy divisions. Delivering these supplies to the ASF while it is at operational depths will be a challenge, and probably the greatest limitation on its employment possibilities. In a worst case scenario, the ASF will be limited to raiding operational depths, striking quickly and then withdrawing to a source of resupply. Still, the force will represent a significant threat to the enemy's vital assets across a significant breadth and depth of his dispositions. This will force the enemy commander to choose between trying to protect his assets everywhere the ASF could strike (thus diluting his combat power throughout) or leaving critical assets vulnerable to attack.
In Norse mythology, Thor wielded the most powerful weapon of the gods, the hammer Mjolnir. With this weapon, Thor would strike his enemy's from great distances by throwing it with great accuracy and with deadly effect. After it had struck its target, the hammer would then return to Thor's hand, ready to be thrown again. The ASF could be such a tool for the operational commander. With it, he could strike devastating blows against the depths of the enemy, have it return, and quickly strike with it again in some new location.

B. Constituting an Aviation Strike Force.

As envisioned, the ASF could be either a standing organization or a formation akin to the German kampfgruppe of World War II. From the standpoint of command and control, training, logistics, cohesion, and other operational factors, the standing unit would be preferred. From the standpoint of fiscal and force structure costs, this may not be the preferred, or even feasible, option. The kampfgruppe approach provides a way to exploit the ASF concept, even if a standing force cannot be created.

The kampfgruppe were ad hoc organizations ranging in size from small detachments to division-sized formations. They were normally formed to fulfill independent missions of special importance, requiring a mix of capabilities not found in a single standing organization. Usually, a principal unit formed the 'nucleus' of the kampfgruppe, providing the basic cohesion and control for the entire formation. These organizations were highly successful during World War II, despite their ad hoc status, and provided the Germans a significant dimension of flexibility. In fact, this concept is in line with the Army's FORCE XXI concept which envisions "rapidly tailoring organizations to operate within any potential contingency situation..."  

Whether a standing force or an ad hoc organization, the most likely candidate in the current Army force structure to form the nucleus of the ASF is the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault).
Under the Aviation Restructure Initiative, it will already possess over 60 percent of the aircraft allotted to the ASF. It also possesses much of the rest of the force structure envisioned for the ASF. Reinforced with a corps aviation brigade, the division could easily form an ASF. This will require, however, a mental shift in its focus from the employment of its three ground brigades with integrated aviation support to employment of its aviation assets with integrated ground support.

C. Materiel Development.

There are several areas of materiel development that would greatly strengthen the viability of an ASF. One of the most obvious is developing improved means of safely and efficiently delivering the necessary supplies to the ASF while in the enemy's depths. This will provide the force a more robust endurance and a better potential for making an operational impact. Developmental systems, such as the Advanced Precision Airborne Delivery System, are currently addressing some of these needs. In the long term, reducing the fuel consumption of the air vehicle—through more efficient power plants or advanced power sources—will be one of the keys to transitioning to the era of air- and ground-based combined arms units. Another key area is developing a means of secondary mobility for the ground-based portion of the ASF once they dismount from the air vehicles. This will improve the overall tempo of the ASF and should not require any significant technological breakthroughs as many suitable light, armored vehicles exist today. Additionally, further developments in aircraft survivability equipment and increasing the ruggedness of the air vehicles, will also improve the viability of air- and ground-based formations. Continued 'digitization' of the battlefield will be also crucial. The promise of information technologies will be the key that unlocks the potential of large air- and ground-based formations.
D. Further Study.

The concept of the ASF appears to hold promise for the U.S. Army as it enters the 21st century. It offers one potential avenue for meeting the challenges of the battlefield envisioned in the near future, opening up new dimensions for operational maneuver. Before selecting this avenue, however, it requires further study. The scope of this study was rather narrow, limited to the operational level potential of the ASF in deep operational maneuver and based on the requirements of some of the seminal theorists on modern deep operational maneuver. Both the operational and tactical possibilities and liabilities of such a force need to be studied in greater depth and detail. Additionally, the fiscal and force structure costs of such a force must be explored more fully. Each aspect of the ASF concept must be explored to determine if it is the type of force that can meet all the demands of the 21st century battlefield.
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